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Dufour 430
Boat Type: Cruiser

OVERVIEW

EXCELLENCE CRUISER

You want greater thrills and you want them easily. Performance is simple.

The search for balance is the primary goal of the Dufour 430. An authentic cruiser with exceptional seafaring

qualities, it truly embodies the aspiration of Dufour yachts.

Naturally elegant, it stands out with its sleek hull and slightly higher and rounded rear bilge to contrast with its

streamlined hull recess.

The deck is perfectly optimised with easy on-board movement and extensive premium equipment.

The Dufour 430 is designed for those in search of bigger sensations on the water. It guarantees sensational

enjoyment during all your sailing experiences.

 



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Dufour Boat Type: Cruiser

Model: 430 Hull Material: Fiberglass

Year: 2020 Hull Type:

Category: Sail   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 43.00 ft Draft - max: 6 ft 9 in - 2.06
meter

LOA: 43 ft 5 in - 13.23 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 14 ft 1 in - 4.29 meter Dry Weight: -

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 66 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 113 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

New deck - modernity and functionality

The new deck design is a prowess of balance between stunning aesthetic, correct dimension of each area and

ingeniosity to integrate new functions. 

The roof proportions have evolved in comparison with Grand Large predecessors and now offer more interior space

while conserving pleasant sidedeck width, as distinction value of Dufour sail yachts.

Interiors

The Dufour 430 benefits from all the Dufour Yacht know-how in terms of interior layouts and finishing. It integers a

solid and functional furnitures. The cabins and heads are spacious and dressed with top quality materials. The

standard configuration has been highly upgraded with USB plugs, led lights and various accessories, as well as

equipments, as shown by the capacity of the water-boiler, increased from 20L to 40L.

Layouts and specifications

The Dufour 430 is proposed in 2 layout versions and 3 woods, Moabi, Oak and Teak.
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